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A 42-Pound Male Beaver

Taken in a "live-trap" andreleased in a field for photographing; this animal was gentle and
easily handled from the first. Thecoarse outer hairs entirely hide the beautiful under fur.
(Pho'tograph by W. B. Campbell)
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RELATION OF 7ILD ANIMALS TO FORESTRY

Introduction

This paper is an endeavor to show the part played in

the life of the forest by important wild animals through the

benefits derived and the injuries inflicted by their life

habits.

Source of Material

The material used in the organization of this thesis

is from the author's observations and from contacts with

authorities on wild life behavior, together with information

obtained from certain publications, articles in periodicals,

and from unpublished data of experiments performed by profes

sional men in forestry.

Public Viewpoint

It is generally conceded by the public, as a disinter

ested owner, that animals do not affect the forest community

to any extent, either beneficially or detrimentally. Wild

animals in forests are to most people an unavoidable accompa

niment which should be largely eliminated because no marked

returns to public welfare accrue therefrom.
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This public feeling is entirely unfounded. Forests are

land areas which harbor various forms of plant and animal life

as a community. Wild life is a forest product and a public re

source, and should be managed and protected the same as the

rest of the forest products. Forest administration should in

clude wild animals of the forest as one of the products to be

cultivated and harvested, but not destroyed. The ideal situa

tion would be one where a balance existed in the differences

between the sporting, the aesthetic, the commercial, and the

economic viewpoints. From both sides of all four viewpoints,

wild life is essential in the forest. The greatest net total

of public benefits should be the guiding principle.

Sportsmen's Viewpoint

Sportsmen are of the opinion that commercial forestry

should not be practiced in game preserves, since it would be

impossible to clear-cut a game preserve and still accommodate

the wild animals with food and shelter; the only possible means

would be a selection method with intensive thinnings. Timber

reproduction would have to contend with the grazing of animals.

Of the thousands of acres of inaccessible forest lands, some

can be used for preserves. The great recreational value of

gauB warrants the establishment of preserves on such lands
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where regulated hunting should be free to all citizens. The

great advantage of such preserves would be in providing a

refuge for game of adjacent lands.9

Economic

Human food is produced in varying amounts according to

the existing local conditions and the management of forest an

imals. Wild life is not given the attention accorded census

and crop reports; estimates of annual growth of forest products

are made without equal regard to wild life increment. This neg

lect should be remedied by devising a means of determining the

rates of animal increase. The only methods at present are the

estimates of annual kill of game animals. There should be

careful surveys and experiments carried on to improve this lax

regard of the food-producing capacity of our forests.

Forest Biologists

A solution of all these problems might be found in

creating a few forest biologists. We have no forest biolo

gists, the nearest being some "wild lifers" and "sportsmen",

ornithologists, and taxidermists. Forest pathologists and

forest entomologists, with a basis of learning consisting of

a forestry background with special training in forest pathol

ogy and forest entomology, respectively, are familiar to all.
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A forest biologist is a forester with a sound forest training

plus special training in zoology and animal ecology, so that

he also can contribute to proper silviculture from the stand

point of the animal population.

We can get much help from a bilogist, it is true, but

the great assistance to be rendered is not to come from pure

biologists, who see the problems as problems in biology, but

from those who can rebate their findings in terms of forest

management and make them a part of the problem of forest man

agement in its full sense, the forest management that sees

more than handling the forest for lumber.19

Important Wild Animals

Some important wild animals of the forest are: porcu

pines, beavers, jack rabbits, cottontail rabbits, snowshoe

rabbits, muskrats, pocket gophers, moles, brown rats, all

kinds of mice, ground squirrels, woodchucks, mountain beavers,

squirrels, chipmunks, deer, elk, and bears. Indirectly, forest

conditions are influenced by coyotes, foxes, minks, cougars,

wild cats, and skunks.

Birds

This paper is not intended to involve the birds of the

forest, but it may be simply stated that they are a major fac- /

tor in all forests. Besides being of economic and aesthetic
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value, some birds are a direct benefit to trees by extending the

mechanism for distribution of tree seeds, and thus widening the

range of the trees. Birds are more beneficial by aiding the for

est indirectly; they are destructive to injurious creatures in

habiting forest lands, the principal forest pests destroyed by

them being mice, insects, and injurious birds. Some birds, how

ever are liable indirectly for damage, such as transmission of

tree diseases and pests, or by (the destruction of useful insects,

or undue elimination of beneficial birds. A few birds damage

trees directly by feeding upon buds and seeds. Sapsuckers, in

their quest of cambium and sap, drill holes in many kinds of

trees. In 1911 it was estimated by I, L. McAttee, Principal

Biologist in Charge of Division of Food Habits Research, Wash

ington, D. C, that the work on lumber trees by sapsuckers cost

annually one and a quarter million dollars in reducing values

of the wood products. This great loss has evidently increased

with the increased volume of the wood-working industry. Mr.

McAttee found defects from this cause in 174 different species

of trees, of which 90 species were spoiled for the workability

of the wood, and 22 species rendered useless except for fuel

or coarse construction. •LU
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Relation of Animals

Based upon their relation to forestry, there are three

distinct types of wild animals: (1) beneficial, (2) injurious,

and (3) both beneficial and injurious.

Beneficial

The largest group, by far, is the beneficial type. All

animals of the forest are beneficial aesthetically. According

-to our guiding principle, however, beneficial animals are those

that show an asset when weighted against the greatest net total

of public benefits. Some of the important ones of this group

are elk, deer, caribou, bears, raccoons, and nearly all fur-

bearing animals.

In connection with grazing of domestic stock, much has

been said about the grazing of wild animals, such as deer, elk,

and caribou. There should be no misunderstanding here, as wild

life need not interfere in the least with domestic grazing. If

game preserves are so located as to be inaccessible to domestic

grazing or unadapted to stock, there will be greater protection

for the wild life and no overlapping of rights.H

Reindeer have, since their introduction in 1892, been a

large source of food in Alaska. The territory in central and

arctic Alaska is of no use to agriculturists or grazers of sheep

or cattle, though the country is abundantly supplied with several
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kinds of moss that is the natural food for reindeer.

Jackson (1897, p. 17) states:

"Taking the statistics of Norway and Sweden

as a guide, arctic and subarctic Alaska can sup

port 9,000,000 reindeer, furnishing a supply of

food, clothing, and means of transportation to a

5population of a quarter of a million."

Besides the value of deer for recreational hunting,

these animals also furnish millions of dollars worth of food

and clothing every year.

The Pennsylvania Department of Forests and Waters has,

1927 and 1928, carried on a study to determine the deer damage

to forest trees in Pennsylvania. Study plots one-quarter acre

in size were laid off. The actual basis of recording deer

damage consisted of (a) actually seeing the deer destroying

trees; (b) hoof prints in the snow leading from tree to tree

as the deer fed; and (c) the nature of the damage being such

that persons familiar with the habits of deer could be posi-

20
tive that injury came from no other source.w

"Among the conclusions that have been developed

from this preliminary study of deer damage to forest

trees are the following:

"1. Deer frequently damage forest tree plantations

and natural forest growth by eating the buds, leaves,

and younger, more succulent twigs. This damage is
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likely to prove fatal at any time during the life of

a stand until the trees reach a height of at least

six feet.

"2. Deer feed indiscriminately upon plantations

and natural growth. The damage ranges from a partial

destruction of the stand and crippling of the individ

ual trees to complete destruction. Crippled trees

that have not been killed are usually deformed and

made practically worthless for future lumber produc

tion.

"3. Deer feed upon practically all kinds of forest

growth. If a preference is shown among the conifers,

it appears to be for pitch pine and white pine.

"4. Excessive injury may be confined to a compar

atively limited area, while tree growth in the sur

rounding regions may not be extensively damaged.

"5. Deer damage unless checked, will result in

the ruin of extensive areas of plantations and young

natural growth under 10 years of age.

"6. The establishment of forest tree plantations

upon thousands of acres of State-owned as well as pri

vately-owned forest land, located in these regions where

deer are abundant is impractical at this time.
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"7. The damage now being done to natural forest

growth precludes the possibility of lumbering in many

sections of the State and the successful carrying on

of improvement cutting for the purpose of encouraging

the development of young trees of valuable species.

To clear cut in these particular localities would mean

the disappearance of valuable tree growth, such areas

becoming barren.

"8. It is apparent that if the forest lands of

Pennsylvania are to be restored to productivity, some

thing must be done to control the deer population in

such a way as will not seriously interfere with timber

production, which is the primary purpose of forestry."20

European experiments show that if deer populations were

managed so as not to exceed one deer to every 40 acres of for

est land, there would be little or no damage to forestry by

their grazing. 20

Bears, though aesthetically valuable and economically im

portant for food and for their fur, are of little consequence to

the forest. They may do slight damage to smaller trees by scratch

ing the bark at the base, and they sometimes destroy bee trees.9

Raccoons are valuable fur bearers and are useful as food,

but have little influence on the forest.9 They make dens in hol

low trees.
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In recent years the fur resources of the United States

have been steadily diminishing. The better wild furs have been

"mined" to such an extent that many people are going into the

business of raising furs. Beavers, otters, martens, minks, rac

coons, muskrats, and skunks have become scarce in most of their

former range; they have been a resource of the forest, harvested

for their furs without regard to perpetuity. Most fur bearers

are beneficial to forests, as are most game animals, yet they

are most exploited by man.

Injurious

About the only wild animals considered injurious to for

ests are rodents or rodent-like animals. Among these are jack-

rabbits, woods-rabbits, sSbw-shoe rabbits, cottontail rabbits,

pack rats, wood rats, brown rats, kangaroo rats, field mice,

mountain beavers, woodchucks, pocket gophers, ground squirrels,

and porcupines.

Between the dates of 1900 and 1912, seeding and planting

by the Forest Service in California were a failure, owing, so

it was believed, to rabbits. The rabbits blamed were the little

brush rabbit (Lapns silvaticus) and trie cottontail rabbit (L.

americana). Later the jack rabbit (L. californica) was blamed.

Of these three, the little brush rabbit was most destructive.
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Besides eating the young trees, rabbits occasionally eat the

needles or leaves from the stems of trees, and even eat the

stems themselves, and they sometimes strip the young hardwoods

of all bark above ground. They may, during long dry seasons,

attack coniferous trees. Rabbits also nip the leaders and buds

from young trees that stick above the snow in winter.6

It was later discovered, however, that the packrat (Nea-

toma fuscipes) was responsible for most of the damage hereto

fore blamed on the rabbits in the plantations of the Forest

Service in California. This discovery was made through the

simple experiment of dipping the seedlings.in blood which is

repellent to rabbits. The seedlings were taken just the same,

by rats, for rats are carnivorous.6
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In 1915, a plot of about one-fifth acre was laid out in

an area of chaparral in southern California by Edward N. Munns,

U. S. Forest Examiner. Pack rats girdled a number of Jeffrey

pines on the plot, as follows:

"Number of trees girdled, according to height class
and height at which girdling occurred

Height Total Location of girdling, by feet from ground
trees in trees

killedfeet First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth

1 1 1

2 1 1 - - - - -

3 1 1 1 - - - -

4 8 8 6 5 - - m

5 2 2 2 2 2 - -

6 7 5 7 7 7 7 -

7 2 2 2 2 2 2 -

8 2 2 2 2 2 2 1

10 1 1 1 1 1 1 —

"In general, the distance of the tree from an in

habited nest has considerable bearing on the damage done.

In brush of fairly uniform density, the trees will suf

fer more severely than those in open brush or in brush

of a patchy character, and this work is confined to

that part of the tree which does not appear above the

crown cover unless the chaparral forms an understory

to a higher tree cover."
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There are, however, two things that prevent rat damage to

these pines: The presence of needles on the stems and branches,

and the breaking of the bark into plates and scales. The main

object of the rats in girdling the pine trees is the seeking of

moisture.18

When hot weather dries up feed in summer, the jack rabbits

form bands numbering hundreds and move into a newly planted area

of transplants, cleaning it out completely,12 thus making refor

estation in jack-rabbit-infested localities almost impossible.

Cottontail rabbits are one of the most serious pests of

tree plantations. They eat leaves, stems, flowers, seeds, buds,

bark, and even the whole plant in very young seedlings. During

summer droughts or when deep snows cut off ordinary supplies,

the animals attack the bark of growing trees or shrubs. These

rabbits are very valuable for food and afford excellent sport

for hunters.1^

Snow-shoe rabbits have proved serious pests in the Lake

States, attacking white pine, Norway pine, and white spruce when

young. They kill the trees by chewing off the portion above the

snow. As high as 75 per cent of the trees in one plantation in

Minnesota in 1924 were eaten off.7

The brown rat (Rattus norvegicus) or house rat is claimed

to be the most destructive animal in the world.12 It is an eater
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of tree seeds. Hawks, owls, skunks, snakes, and similar animals

prey on rats.

The kangaroo rat (Dipodomys columbianus) is another con

sumer of tree seeds. He lives in sandy soils and stores large

12
quantities of food for winter use.

Field mice (Microtus sp.) of which there are many species,

are the greatest enemies of forestry. They peel bark from the

roots of trees, usually under cover of snow or litter., and they

eat the young seedlings.12

Mr. Leo A. Isaac, of the Pacific Northwest Forest Experi

ment Station, conducted a study at the Wind River Experiment Sta

tion, Washington, ending 1930, on the damage to tree seed and

seedlings by the white-footed mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus aus-

terus), using as a basis a seeding of fifteen sample plots, each

6.6 by 66 feet (one-tenth of a square chain), on cut-over land.

1. The first year the seeding was done broadcast,

sowing twelve seeds per square foot.

2. The second and third year the seeds were planted

in spots and the spots were each covered with a

screen cone.

3. The fourth year the seeds were planted in spots, but

the screens were more carefully placed with the

edges under the surface.
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Resuits

1. The first year the mice and birds got all the

seed, and no seedling were obtained.

2. The second year good germination was secured

except where mice dug under some of the screens

to get the seed.

3. The third year the mice became more apt in

their technique and dug under most of the

screens to get the seeds.

4. The fourth year, with the screens more secure,

there was good germination and many seedlings.

When the seedlings were a week old the screens

were removed and the mice ate practically all

the seedlings in two nights.

Further interesting facts disclosed by Mr. Isaac's study

are that these little animals are nocturnal feeders and are seldom

seen during daylight hours; and that the mouse population is neces

sarily low in virgin timber, increasing rapidly after the timber

is cut. In fact, given favorable weather, cover, and food condi

tions, they multiply with unbelievable rapidity.1

The "mountain beaver" or "boomer" lives only in the Pa

cific coast district of North America. There is only one genus

and one species (Aplodontia rufa). They live in western Oregon
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1931 class in Silviculture on

Bald Hill getting expert in

struction on gopher and mole

eradication by Mr. Branson, of

the Biological Survey.

Below: A gopher with the

fingers of a student inside

pouches.

Photos by Wallace Wheeler
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and Washington on slopes, ridges, and foothills along gulches,

in dense undergrowth, and under "down" trees and slash. Old

burns and cut-over lands are most favored by the boomer. For

this reason reforestation is difficult in a territory inhab

ited by this rodent. He eats anything that is green, and stores

much green stuff that he does not eat. The damage to older trees

is not, as a whole, so very important, but in some areas much

killing of trees and saplings by the eating of bark from the

roots and around the base of the trees is noted. Most of this

damage is done during the winter when snow covers the ground.

Saplings are trimmed and the tops cut out by climbing into

bushy stands of evergreens. Evergreen seedlings seem to be a

favorite dish. Another type of damage credited to this animal

is erosion and polution of drinking water.2

The Douglas ground squirrels (Citellus beecheii douglasi)

or gray diggers are the most destructive rodents of the Pacific

Northwest. They store pounds of tree seeds each year. They do

not go far into the heavy timber, but prefer oak or maple types

where there is plenty of sun; and they like brushy hillsides,

fence rows, cut-over lands, rocky slides, and are especially

partial to the foothills on the south and east slopes.12

There are several other species of ground squirrel of

equal importance in various res-ions of the country.
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The different species of pocket gophers of the genus Thom-

omys are important in forestry as a serious enemy of forest re

production. They not only gather seed, but they kill young trees

by feeding on the tender roots, and their burrows often cause dam-

12
age to irrigation ditches and nursery watering systems.

The yellow-haired porcupine of the West (Erethizon epix-

anthum) attacks many species of trees, but prefers those of the

genus Pinus. Trees most subject to attack are those ranging

from 6 feet in height to 15 or 20 feet, but sometimes taller

trees are chewed. One form of damage consists of chewing the

bark from the main stem of the tree, usually the upper portions.

The tree may be completely girdled or only partially so. If

gilding is complete the top dies above this point of damage; if

girdling is not complete the bole usually becomes constricted at

the point of damage and the top continues to grow until the wind

breaks the tree off at the constricted point.8 The food sought

by the animals is the cambium, or soft juicy growing tissue be

tween the bark and the wood. Other forms of damage, such as

eating of leaves and buds and young succulent seedlings, are com

mon.14 A quotation from W. H. Babbitt will give an idea of the

extent of damage by this animal. He says:

"I have kept watch on porcupine work all sum

mer and have noticed fifty young trees, averaging

thirty feet high and ten inches D.D.H. that have
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been killed or ruined along the Lemon Canyon road

this spring. I have also noticed that the damage is

usually done to trees growing in openings where no

doubt.the bark, owing to the extra amount of sunshine,

is sweeter and where, from our standpoint, the repro

duction is most desirable. It is very aggravating

to ride over an old burn that seems to be restocking

when viewed from a distance, only to find that 90

per cent of the trees have been ruined by porcu

pines.

"While riding between Jackson Creek and his

camp at Webber Lake last fall, Assistant Ranger

G. E. Poore counted 540 trees that had been killed

or ruined by porcupines, during the spring and early

summer, and these conditions exist over the greater

part of this district."

From observations it is found that practically all the

damage is done in the winter when snow is on the ground, when it

is difficult for the porcupines to obtain other food.

Both Beneficial and Injurious

Whether the wild animals coming under this head are bene

ficial or injurious is debatable. Some of these are squirrels,

beavers, muskrats, badgers, weasels, minks, skunks, and similar

animals.
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Squirrels and chipmunks are, as a rule, considered in

jurious to the forests, but studies have proven them in some

ways beneficial as well. Mr. Thornton T. Munger of the Pacific

Northwest Forest Experiment Station states that chipmunks are

the main factpr in providing western yellow pine reproduction

in eastern Oregon. They bury large numbers of seeds in the dry

pumic soil of that region and the reproduction coming in on

these areas seems to be largely from these caches made by the

chipmunks. The probable reason for this is that the seed when

buried retain enough moisture to germinate, while if dropped

on top of the soil they would become too dry for germination.1"''

Pine squirrels are great horders of pine seed. They

cut hundreds of bushels of pine cones before the seed is dis

persed, but probably this damage is more than off-set in the

white pine country of British Columbia by squirrels chewing

off the fruiting portion of white pine blister rust cankers

on the infected pine trees. The writer has seen many instances

where squirrels gnawed off that portion of the canker which

was bearing or had borne pycnia or aecia, thereby reducing the

spread of the disease to the alternate hosts, and sometimes

even killing the cankers completely.

Rolland Huff of the U. S. Forest Service states:

"In the December second issue of the Service

Bulletin there is an article on erosion and the
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methods employed on the Fremont National Forest

to stop the lowering of stream beds and to bring

back the grasses and willows that have been killed

due to their being robbed of moisture under which

they previously lived. The article describes the

building of dams across the streams at frequent

intervals from the heads of the flats, thus bring

ing the water table back near the surface. This

is the very thing that the beavers have done in

practically all of our mountain meadows and

streams where suitable food for their habitat

could be found. This they have been doing for

centuries before white men discovered America."

Beaver fur was the original attraction for the settlers

in the Oregon country. Beavers were trapped in large numbers

and their dams were destroyed. This let down the water level

of many streams, taking away the necessary moisture for many

acres of grass and trees; the streams became swifter and eros

ion resulted.4

Generally, trees cut by beavers for food or building ma

terial are of little value. They consist mainly of poplars,

birches, aspens, willows, alders, pin cherries, bush maples,

hazels, and others. Sometimes, however, complaint is made of
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beavers cutting choiee trees along lake or stream fronts or in

orchards near water. The most serious damage by beavers is

caused by their dams raising water in streams, ponds, or lakes,

and flooding lowlands, thus killing off thousands of dollars

worth of valuable white pine, cedar, spruce, balsam, hemlock,

and tamarack. They sometimes dam the outlet of lakes and raise

the level enough to kill a wide border of trees around the lake,

completely spoiling the aesthetic effect along with the valuable

timber; and they sometimes flood roads and trails and interfere

with travel of lumbermen and foresters. It is untrue that beav-

ers eat fish. They are strictly herbivorous. u

Beaver skins or furs are worth from eight to fifty dol

lars apiece.1^

Another animal classed as both injurious and beneficial

is the muskrat. Damage traceable to muskrats is mainly to

crops, but at times they injure forests. They dig holes in

dykes and dams, flooding timbered areas. Milldams also are

often damaged by the animals; and instances of their destruction

of railway embankments have been reported. Muskrats eat

fish. Compared with most other furs of such small size, musk-

rat furs are of excellent quality and durability, and they are

cheap because they are abundant.
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Other animals of this group, such as weasels, minks,

and skunks, are mostly valuable for their fur, and they are

injurious because they kill birds that are beneficial to the

forest community.

Conclusion

It is evident, generally speaking, that wild animals

are beneficial to the forest. Of the three groups of wild an

imals, as classified, the largest group is beneficial; the in

jurious group consists mainly of rodents; and the group both

beneficial and injurious is made up principally of carnivorous

animals that eat both injurious and beneficial animals and

birds.

All wild animals are of aesthetic value, and their

value to sportsmen is immeasurable. Without considering these

two benefits, however, animals are as a whole economically

beneficial. They are necessarily a forest product and a

natural resource that should be protected, regulated by put

ting under management, and administered the same as any other

forest product.
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